Building up on Morson's idea of misanthropology as the study of the cussedness of human nature I limit that notion to human social and cultural life, suggesting that misanthropology should be considered as misery inflicted upon humans by humans through mediation of society and culture. It is a plea for anthropological investigations into whatever is opposed either to our cultural notion of humanitas, or to what is considered as a virtue in any given social or cultural context. I argue that such context could be crucial in understanding of what is locally thought of as morally, good, or positive, as well of what is opposed to these, but also that any such particular conception should not prevent anthropologists from considering human suffering as an objective and not just contextually dependable fact.
Introduction
Ramifications that brought us from early studies in folk-mythologies, ethnology, or physical traits as proof of the unity of the mankind, to vast realm of sub-disciplinary fields of recent day anthropology tend to obscure somehow the principle question of our discipline: what is human, both according to his/ her social and cultural surroundings and practices, and according to the inner capacities of this creature to be sentient. Many researchers would disagree with posing this question as the overall aim of their investigations, but it is not in the name of the discipline only: what we the anthropologists all try to do, no matter methods or objects of our studies, is to contribute to understanding of B Ž 968 human conditions. Why people engage in one ritual or another and what does it mean, why their institutions look like they do, what is the background for the way their economic transactions are maintained etc, etc, all of that provide scattering parts of the answers to the questions how and why people think and behave. Psychology, neurology, brain and cognitive sciences among others also have considerations for those questions. I would dare to say that basic description of the ethological side of humanity is modes of our thinking and behaving. Anthropological concerns lay in social and cultural folders of human thought and behaviour obviously.
We tend to see society and culture as human products, both reflections of the inner essence of being human and preconditions for being so 2 . But our view is underlined by some bias, that there is certain yet indefinable inherent nobility, goodness or whatever may serve as the apotheosis of positive, which makes the essence of our humanity as well humanity in general. That means that at the end, we either see or postulate that community values should reflect the positive as the core essence of their producers and benefactors, or that such values are in some kind of collision with that core essence 3 . It is what inspires and guides us toward everlasting questioning of our social and cultural norms, and upgrading them to meet the standards of our social living which we always try to keep as high as it is possible. Yet not everybody thinks and act the same way in the same social surrounding and do not embrace eagerly what is discursively put as positive. We usually do not take into consideration that human ideas and actions have no inherent values by themselves -they gain meaning in some context of their occurrence -and that indeed many of them are not just part of that paved path to hell; many of ways humans think and do something are as far from our notion of the positive, and I am not talking about Nazism, even it could be included in what I consider as the object of misanthropology, but I have on my mind ideas and actions of the common people in their everyday surrounding, in their everyday life. Some of these are observed by the anthropologist and other social scientist but not in the form I like to suggest.
We are very well informed and aware for example about sexual and gender discrimination, class oppression, racism, structural violence, abuse of medical science and many other things that are part of cultural history of our civilisation, and even part of the cultural present in many contemporary societies (Cf. Vinh-Kim and Peschard 2003 , Dickey 1993 , Farmer 1997 , Lyon-Callo 2004 , W D W N M A ? 969 Singer 2004 4 . Explanations of the causes for things like that always refer to some standpoint oriented by our bias toward the positive side of humanity, rendering them as deviant. I do not object considering anything of the previously mentioned as deviant, but would like to point again to the fact that classifying something as deviant is relational act necessarily. In order to mark something as deviant, or to say that something is negatively valued, one must know what is contrary to deviant, let's say it, what is normal, or good, or right, that is -what is positive. Either of the terms, positive and negative, are socially and culturally produced or constructed that way. Basically, we know about good and evil after we are taught upon them and we are taught upon them according to some moral teaching, which has its roots in religion 5 . Religion and morality are cultural forms, or constructs, obviously, as are our notions of the positive being inherent to human essence.
But the deviance is not solely cultural construct, as it would be comfortable if it is so. Many human actions are attributed as being deviant in medicine, psychiatry, or criminology, and I am not talking about labelling some sexual conduct as deviant, or the deviancy from the biological norm of the structure of human body. On the other hand, normality could be seen the same way: although the anthropologists are prone to contribute it to Society and Culture, it could not be disregarded that what is considered as normal human behaviour also has its roots in human biology and neurology. All of that means nothing but the cultural constructs are not always disconnected from our biology; capacity for what is known as good and bad, positive and negative etc. in human actions is our inner trait, as well as the consequences of those actions are observed in social and cultural norms, relations, institutions and so on. My point is that misanthropology may be devoted mainly to the other side of the core essence of humanity as displayed socially and culturally, but that we must be aware that the way our world looks like reflects what we humans are build like by our nature also, not only by our culture.
B Ž 970
Delineating the notion of misanthropology I will build my case upon the term coined by Morson and the debris of concept implied by it 6 . His initial definition is that misanthropology is the study of the cussedness of human nature, deriving its scope out of misanthropy, but including latter in that scope among many others possible yet unnamed "human vices" (Morson 1996, 59) . For Morson, misanthropology should rely on practical reasoning rather than on theoretical grasp, because the questions it should rise come from accumulated experience and suspiciousness for theorising for its own sake (ibid, 61). Morson is not an anthropologist in a manner that he practices academic discipline of social, cultural, physical, or whatever anthropology assumed in university curricula, and somebody could object perhaps that his notion of anthropology -similar to those in classical philosophy or Christian theology -is of rather speculative kind, that it is directed towards some general knowledge of the place, purpose, and sense of the human existence in Universe. Nonetheless, his view should be considered as relevant for anthropology in more strict sense. It is not that he is interested in human nature for its sake, but in its relatedness to society. Social aspects of human nature and something in human nature which influences society to be like it is are what lay beyond his interest in misanthropology.
That is way one of crucial early goals in establishing misanthropology as an anthropological sub-discipline should be making ethnographies of misanthropology: noting examples of what is assumed to be misanthropological in different social and cultural contexts, in order to show both that there are misanthropology examples common to many different contexts, as well those which are restricted to one context or some of them. Take a look at functionalist theory according to Malinowski for an example. There is certain number of basic human needs, i.e. things without which human biological existence is not possible (Malinowski 1948, 280) 7 . One of them is need for food. There is no man or woman who could survive without eating. Yet, eating is nowhere completely free: one must either pay for his/her meal, or earn it otherwise -by doing some job for it -or work for it by him/herself -for example, cultivate the plants or keep the livestock, or else. If the last case -growing one's own food -falls out of my consideration, because it is true that it is not completely free, it needs 6 As far as I am aware, Morson did not push elaboration of misanthropology any further, nor anybody else took into consideration developing it theoretically. 7 Malinowski has just listed those there, while pointed towards his article "Culture," in the Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences, vol. 4, pp. 621-645, 1931 some kind of investment too, like for seeds, or in terms of time etc, but it does not include putting some conditions before somebody in order to provide him/ her with food, I think it is clear that the most of the human beings in the world must meet some demands posted before them by some social force in order to have their meals. And it was that way through the known history. One may ask a question, why does it matter that there is no food for free, having in mind that it is only natural that nothing is for free and that we have to earn everything in the world, being that material or not. That is the way our civilisation is, and that is the way probably we the humans are. Besides the fact that food is somehow "more basic" than the other basic needs, and that it is really substantial for existence of biological organisms prior to the other needs, there is also the matter of how humane we are if we think that even the most basic of all of the needs should not be provided unconditionally. Food is goods like any other goods, and it is socially and economically treated that way. But food is also cultural goods and could be used like any other product of symbolic thinking. Some religions prohibit consuming certain foods, making of its dietary rules norms symbolically imprinted into identities of their followers (Cf. Douglas 1966 , 1970 , Schieffelin 1976 ). Habit of not consuming some sort of food for religious reasons could be used as an identity-constructing tool to mark the identity-constructors clearly off those who do not consume pork meat for example: there are evidence from European history, as well from European present that not consuming the pork meat was or is used both as the symbol of certain cultural identity, and as a mean of symbolic purification of community 8 . There is a question, again, how humane are those who think that separating one human group from another will help their group to achieve better whatever goal. But my aim is not to find the answer to that question, or to one about humane or non-humane way of thinking of getting the food. I find it sufficient to assume that there are number of ways and practices which collide with what is ordinary thought of as being humane, or just being decent human person, or being nice to other people, or being virtuous in any manner etc, all of them embedded in forms, relations, institutions, symbols of human societies and cultures. And the primary, or the most common, or the most usual assumption of human society and culture is that they either serve as a framework of satisfying basic human needs, or that they exist to help humans realise themselves best in the world, or that they give order and meaning to human thoughts and actions, inspire and determine them etc. All of that gives us sense of some kind of benevolence laying beside society and culture, thinking of them like they embody B Ž 972 some a priori positive attitude toward humans and of them, some kind of cradle of ideals, even when they are described as trying to discipline their members, they somehow are doing it for the purpose of some greater good 9 .
Well, whatever quality is said to be true human quality, that what is desirable for humans to think and/or act like, whatever gives us sense of pride that we are humans, or we talk about it as of something worth striving and thriving to, even whatever people use as a verbal or symbolical disguise or alibi when performing knowing that they are making other people to suffer, or with the aim to harm them, is the "theoretical" base to which the concept of misanthropology is opposed. The thought which guides social science and humanities, as well as liberal arts is inspired by conviction or belief that there is something particularly positive which is inherent to human beings in general. It is rarely named or explicitly defined, but it is always assumed as a virtue of some special kind. Maybe I can put it this way -it is virtue in itself what is conceived to be the determinant of humanity, whatever that may mean really and in each particular situation or context. I will regard it as humanitas here, at least in a sense Bidney used it (Bidney 1996, 402) . And misanthropology is meant to be the study of quite opposite qualities which I am convinced are also to be found as inherent to humans, in their social and cultural expressions. Or let me put it this way: we think, or we just want to believe that form of binary dualism in thinking about human beings and their concepts and deeds is really based on good opposing to no-good in categorical reasoning and practical actions. So why we experience then that our societies and their cultures -or maybe any given society or culture -do not work that way?
Object of misanthropology as what is opposed to humanitas
No matter that all of the examples could go down to the argument that "we/ my/ours thought/action is good", the point is that there always exists some socially/culturally constructed "good", which is easily thought of as some kind of human essence, which in turn is projected to the social world, and which is only taken into consideration of how to organise our lives and our communities, being used as an overall ontological and consequently social ideal. Basically, humans tend to believe that they are good, and that goodness of theirs is usually explained as a virtue, and that things, i.e. concepts like that are what determine their humanity. I would not go that far to claim that there are no "good" and "no-
good", that they are constructs only, no matter being aware that moral is product of culture (Cf. Heintz 2013). My point is that human being, and human society and culture accordingly, could all be defined by concepts opposite to "positive", "good", or "virtue", altogether by with concepts like "positive", "good", or "virtue", and that humanitas of anthropology and in social science and humanities in general, lacks conceptual framework for doing so. I hope that misanthropology could serve that purpose. Misanthropology should not be understood like some kind of reverse anthropology or so. It may develop its own theoretical and methodological premises in due time, like it happens in disciplinary subfields here and now, but for the moment let its own characteristic be the subfield in itself, determined by the object of its study. That object in turn is defined by being opposite to humanitas of anthropology and social science and humanities. If we take that the concept of humanitas is guided or inspired by the notion of virtue, then the object of misanthropology is guided or inspired by the notion of atrocity. I am aware that one could object about those notions being used arbitrary, without precise and more contextually embedded meaning. My answer is that those notions are derived after the concepts of "good" and "no-good" 10 , which exists in every society and in each culture we know about as the anthropologists, and that they serve as signifiers for thoughts and actions which are considered as belonging to the concepts of "good" and "no-good". Again, one may object that although the presence of those concepts is universal or almost universal, their contents may vary across the cultures, but I do not think that such variations are substantial: wherever concepts of "good" and "no-good" are to be found, people define their own humanity according to the concept of "good", and according to the notion(s) of virtue derived thereafter (Cf. Stroup 2014).
There is where in search for the "cussedness of human nature" and for the atrocities which results therefore we should relate to particular cultural contexts in which either "goodness of human nature" and virtues inherent to it are defined or there is pretty strong cultural agreement about what such virtues should be without clear definitions. Object of misanthropology is necessarily related to virtue, or to concept of "good", so in order to know what exactly the misanthropologist is about to study, we need to know what people among who we research hold for a virtue or a goodness. It means that the object of misanthropology needs to be defined in some particular cultural context and in a relation to some B Ž 974 other, preceding concepts. Does it confront the idea that virtue and atrocity are universal characteristics of human societies and their cultures? I do not think so. Let us consider waging the war for example -and put aside the crimes committed in war, like raping, killing civilians, burning homes, stealing property, displacing people etc. No matter if there were the attempts to resolve the conflict peacefully or not, once the war started, sides involved will construct the positive image of it: defending one's own country, one's people, customs, way of living, taking the dictator down, bringing freedom to people etc. Besides the usual public displayed affinity for certain virtues in circumstances like that, like bravery, solidarity, dedication, one's particular social or cultural virtues will be constructed to become the target for enemy's atrocities. It is not only that enemy will be constructed to be displayed as the incarnation of vileness, wickedness, corruption, but that what it is considered as virtues by the enemy, will be transformed into the origin of and the inspiration for its atrocities 11 (Cf. Çetinkaya 2014 , Bax 1997 .
By observing such unfortunate occasion we can learn about what people of some community consider as a virtue, and what they consider as an atrocity. Note that if we for example learn about virtues of some "A" by paying attention to discourse of that community, we will also learn about what "atrocity" means for them through the same discourse. Atrocity of their enemies will not be seen among "A" just as result of how their enemies think about something and act accordingly, but as opposite to the virtue of "A", to their values, their ways, their notion of what is good and positive. And one not need to look after "atrocity" and "enemies" in a clear sense; it is sufficient to think of how migrations of people of non-European origin affect public discourses on "culture" (meaning "our culture" usually) of the European countries (Cf. De Graeve 2015) .
Misanthropology needs also to be comparative subfield of research, the same as anthropology is. If we hope -and I stress "if" -that something really could be learnt about cussedness, or the dark side of the human nature, it should be done by learning from the particular cases, not merely by theorising. And we ought not to engage into inquisitions about individual motives, behaviour, or condition responsible for producing case-studies of misanthropology. Misanthropology should be performed according to social and cultural presence of atrocity. The way social or cultural anthropology learns of human nature and contributes to the general understanding of it by my opinion is only by investigations of the manifestations of human nature -or: human spirit, genius, mind etc -through human society and culture.
Misanthropology below the radar of social institutions and customary life in culture But here we must be careful in restraining research from not restricting its object solely to misanthropological manifestations obviously produced within and by the institutions of society or norms and mores of culture. I do not have on mind only general level of discussing misanthroplogical issues, like the food example, nor more contextually related examples like persecution of Jews throughout European history. It is clear that while obtaining and providing the food is rooted in human economic activities which are everywhere sanctioned by more or less codified, written or remembered laws and rules, and that the persecution of Jews has everywhere in Europe been inspired or even organised by the institutions of society (governments) and culture (church), that there misanthropological thoughts and activities which do not originate from the institutional side of society or culture, but nevertheless are social or cultural manifestations. Take for example reactions of numerous people on Internet to public self-display of disfigured persons, where former are expressing their displeasure or even annoyance by the appearance of latter, based on their nonconforming to presumed standards of beauty, or to presumed biological "norm" of human body 12 . It is true that such reactions can hardly be part of some "official" discourse of any Western culture. Appraisal of those who did their best and get their success against the all odds, together with compassion for those who are disabled in a way that prevents them from living like the most other people do but encouraging them to do their best should be considered as virtues, and we have all been taught when we were children that it is ugly, or just no polite to make fun of people for their mental or physical disabilities or differences. Yet not insignificant number of people found themselves annoyed, or even enraged with the sole public appearances of persons like Lizzie Velázquez and cope to find social or cultural ways and tools to express that. One may argue that there are no cultural traits in behaviour like that, or in the mode of thinking beside that behaviour, maybe trying to connect it to evolutionary or/and psychological matters, but norms of culture do not display themselves openly always. It is not my aim right now to discuss possible evolutionary clues for behaviour which I designated as misanthroplogical, even if there are studies in evolutionary anthropology or psychology which suggest something similar to that notion 13 . Besides I use the 12 The case of Lizzie Velázquez speaks for them all, see for example http://www. bbc.com/news/blogs-ouch-30948179, or http://www.people.com/article/lizzie-velasquez-brave-heart-film, or (in Serbian) http://www.b92.net/superzena/komentari. php?nav_id=854382 (all web-sites last approached in May 2015). 13 An interesting contribution on similar matter is that of Gangestad and Scheyd. term "misanthropology" to denote social and/or cultural thinking and acting, I do not find it to be product of institutions of society and culture only. There are rules and norms which people feel obliged to abide even when there is no code of laws behind them. It is so with public disapproval of disfigured persons contrary not just to the laws which guarantee every human being the same rights, but also to public discourses presumed by those laws and intended by both the politicians and the policy makers. By terminology of "classical" German folkloristics, there are two kinds of processes responsible for creating the forms of folklore. One of them comes from the social elite, another one from the common people. The first is described as "coming from above", the latter as "coming from below" (Bausinger 1969) . That what "comes from below" is similar to the idioculture or culture of the small groups (Fine 1979) although neither concept matches exactly the case displayed here. The point is that numerous ways of behaving within a society or a culture is not inspired by or not conform to either what could be thought of as an official ideology, or the dominant and desirable ideology. Many of such behaviours contribute significantly to the study of misanthropology, and among them, some are more obvious candidates for so than the other. Football hooligans make the clear example. Their presence in societies and cultures where hating and hurting people are publicly disgusted and subject to criminal persecution suggests that perhaps they openly confront social laws and cultural norms (Cf. Armstrong 1998).
Question could be asked if racism is kind of a cultural norm too, as many acts of football hooliganism are guided by racist ideas. It is prohibited by law in every civilised society, but not only it is part of the cultural history of the West, it is also part of the culture of common people nowadays this way or another (Cf. Bošković 2006) . Nevertheless, racism is one the first things which will come across the mind of anybody when asked about the object of misanthropology, and most of the people with racist convictions will hold themselves from openly displaying it. That obviously is not the same with internet-and media haters of disfigured persons, no matter what is said above about the dominant discourse on behaviour towards such persons in Western cultures. That is the way it is maybe for some reasons out the bounds from the scope of social/cultural anthropology, but I think mainly for our cultures pressure us with some ideas and notions on body shape, size, beauty etc, which we adopt and think of them either as if they are biologically normal, or like they present ideals worth giving all to reach (Cf. Reischer and Koo 2004) . Both way, people somehow tend to think of those body-norms as of obligatory: if they represent "normality" of human physical appearance, then those falling out of the bonds of those norms are to be considered as "abnormal"; if they represent some kind of a goal, then those who could not compete for that goal are to be considered as "unworthy".
This perspective suggest that people who are openly disgusted by the self-display of disfigured persons, contrary to football hooligans, see themselves as cultural-abiding people; they are conforming what they understand as the cultural norm, and by doing so, they probably think of themselves as of somebody contributing to the cultural cohesion of the community. Yet their thinking and behaving are misanthropological the same way that are thinking and behaving of racists, or of those who persecuted Jews. It does not mean by any sense that people who dislike Lizzie Velázquez on Internet would harm her physically or psychologically or even try to avoid her company in real life, nor is their act of displaying disapproval of her the same thing as is burning other people's houses. On the other hand, no matter how much malevolency could be each of these acts be accounted for, their intent and result is bringing misery to other people, which brings us to the questions if mistreatment of other people, bringing misery upon them, hurting them or so are parts of the definition of the object of misanthropology, and if each case of such acting towards other people -which also has to be attributed to the thought of the same kind -should be considered as the part of the object of misanthropology.
Let me first briefly discuss the second question. Above all, my intention is to establish the field of misanthropology studies as produced by social and cultural thought and behaviour. It is presented in this text above that principle levels of the social and cultural thinking and behaving considered as misanhtropological could be observed as: human civilisation; institutions, rules, laws and norms of some particular society and culture; cultural norms within some community which are inconsistent with those norms reproduced, maintained, and encouraged by public discourses of that community. Put that way, where does belong schoolyard bullying, or keen observations of other people mishaps or misfortune without intention of at least giving them a hand or comfort? My opinion is that there are too many examples like that in everyday life which could easily be attributed to that last level by finding the cultural norm which inspired them, or discarded due to being described as random, individual acts with no clear link to any cohesive cultural thought. I hold that the ethnography of misanthropology is necessary, but that collected examples should fit to one of those principle levels of observation, and that they must meet the basic demand of being kind of an atrocity, opposed to culturally presumed virtue, or being part of the "no-good" concept standing against culturally defined concept of "good".
That is at least partly answered the question of what elements to use to define the object of misanthropology. Way of thinking and/or behaving which is intrinsic to or is the result of norms and institutions of society and culture, which produces or provokes atrocity of any kind -by which I mean any thought or deed opposite to presumed virtues of a given society or a culture -should be rendered to as an object of misanthropology studies. Maybe one day this kind B Ž 978 of defining such object will prove inadequate, but for the moment -or as kind of a starter -it will serve the purpose. This definition demands that the object of misanthropology studies should be looked upon in some particular social or cultural context and in relation to the notions of virtue inherent to that context. The objectivity of human suffering and misery and relativity in anthropology's thought
It is clear that work on describing each particular object of misanthropology includes reviewing notions of virtue in a particular context. But should we rely completely to the concepts of "good" produced by some cultural context we intend to research misanthropology within it? Should we treat as a virtue everything declared so in any given culture? After all, could not we look the anthropology as a mean to challenge the ideas of what is good or bad (Widlok 2004, 53) ? What if in some cultures killing enemies who surrendered themselves is considered as a virtue, or what about whipping and stoning women who committed adultery or simply do not behave the way their community thinks they must and thinks of that as of a virtue (Cf. Winkelman 1998 , Pavlovitch 2010 ? Obviously certain correction is needed in a definition of the object of misanthropology as something contextually opposed to the concept of "good". At some initial level of study, or in certain cases, we can say that it is enough to observe what is meant by virtue in a particular cultural context. At some point, as in case where physical punishment of women for (not) wearing particular clothes is considered locally as something normal, something which belong to the concept of "good", it is hard if impossible to expect that researcher will rest his/her case on determining what is virtue there, satisfied that concept of "good" is revealed to some extent.
What reliable tool for establishing the object of the misanthopological research is then at the disposal of the researcher, or better -is there any such tool? Yes there is, but it will be as far as it is possible from the ethical orthodoxy of nowadays anthropology, yet not so inconvenient to some other disciplines, and to the thought which guides policy makers or politicians; it is making some standard from one's own society or culture as kind of a referent point in making decisions about what to consider as an atrocity and what as a virtue in a particular context, where notions of atrocity and virtue are dramatically different from those the researcher will defend ultimately, as an individual -private
citizen, as well as an anthropologist. This path is dangerous, obviously, but I think that it is deprived from hypocrisy at least. There are numerous of stands, attitudes, beliefs, convictions that we the anthropologists consider as kind of a civilisation values, not attributing them to any particular society or its culture, but wanting to believe that they serve as a sign of what human society and culture should and maybe could be, their relations and institutions included. It is not part of any particular political stance although it is influenced by different ideologies throughout history of political thought and moral reasoning, and it is overwhelming in our public expressions. Am I wrong to say that for example disgust toward: discrimination of any kind, or violence, or humiliation in any case is no less part of our anthropological orthodoxy as is respect for any given culture in the world? I can put it this way also -when in doubt if something locally considered as a virtue in order to determine what to study misanthropologically as an atrocity is in conflict with your anthropological stance on the dignity and wellbeing of human beings, consult United Nations charters on for example: human rights; rights of children, women, senior citizens, different minorities; food, sheltering, water, health and so on 14 . I think it would be really hard if impossible to find an anthropologist arguing in favour of clitoridectomy or lapot 15 for example, no matter how fond him/herself became to certain culture or how much respect has developed for its ways (Cf. Silverman 2004). But do not think that this is advocacy of crusade of any kind. It is true that provoking social response is a vocation of social science and humanities, but before even try to discuss anything near to it, I would like to establish an anthropological subfield dedicated to documenting and analysing parts of human social and cultural thinking and behaviour which are usually neglected contribution to forming our society and culture.
I find this approach also helpful when it is about contemporary societies of the West, which are not so culturally uniform or ideologically consensual as the most of the societies the tradition of anthropological field research is built upon within. Certain referent point is needed for sure not only when researcher's ethos is in some kind of conflict with the values of the remote communities, but 14 I am aware that relation of the anthropologist, and mostly in the United States, to the concept of human rights as defined by the United Nations has been uneasy and ethically questionable (Cf. Engle 2001 , Goodale 2006 , but nevertheless think that we have more than just local cultural stand on what is good/positive/desirable etc and what is not in humans and their institutions relating one to another in order to discuss issue presented here. 15 Lapot is a form of senicide. It is largely disputed whether it actually existed or not, moreover being in conflict with the cultural practice of respecting the elderly within traditional cultures of Balkans, but it was discussed nevertheless as cultural institution in Serbian ethnology and anthropology, Cf. Georgevitch 1918 , Kovač 2006 B Ž 980 also when such conflict exists with norms implied by the official or dominant discourses in their own surroundings. Take for example various obstacles put before an ordinary citizen by bureaucracy in demanding something which is guaranteed by law to him/her; or the requirements by all of the governments in the world concerning the rights of people designated as "foreign citizens" simple to be at the territory those governments are in charged for; or the category of "migrant workers" which mostly embraces people denied access to any legal job in the country they have migrated to; or troubles refugees, asylum seekers, and homeless people are faced with when they need healthcare services, etc (Cf. Gaibazzi 2014 , Quesada et al. 2011 , Marrow and Luhrmann 2012 , Kelly 2012 .
We the anthropologists, as well people from our social surroundings, are accustomed to taking some things from the social and cultural world we belong to as granted, almost the same way it do people whose life and mores we are researching, even if there are some anthropological accounts of the matter here described as misanthropology in Western societies. The fact that homeless or Roma people in Europe or North America are mostly out of the social and health care system is no less an observable and interpretable social phenomena, as is children prostitution in some Asian countries, or arranged marriages of little girls in many traditional communities (Cf. Žikić 2011). I am sure that many other examples could be presented if needed in order to convince anybody suspicious of feasibility of this referent point as some kind of correction to the basic demand of distinguishing between virtue and atrocity in a certain context. Foucault's analysis on shaping the social perception of normality and Douglas' analysis on how we shape and are shaped by the institutions of society and culture, i.e. norms of culture (Foucault 1973 , Douglas 1992 suggest not only that social surroundings the contemporary anthropologists come from are not different from those surroundings "usual" anthropological researches are and have been performed in, but that both "types" of surroundings are shaped and modelled historically, by processes and acts meant to contribute to their cohesion, continuity, and progress, where some of those processes and acts are nowadays not considered the same way normal, noble or justified, they have been considered in the time of their happening.
If it is true that people with mental health problems are no more subjected to cruel treatments, and that homosexuality is not considered abnormal anymore, what about police harassment of sexual workers or injected drug users (Cf. Rhodes et al. 2008 )? Neither practice is considered at least positive nowhere in the world, and in some countries it is considered as close to the notion of human aberration it could be, but do we found that brutal "disciplining" of those people should take place and in what circumstances, and what if there exists strong opinion among ordinary people that injecting drug users deserve harsh treatment by social institutions beyond any legal requirement or law (Cf. Žikić
2015)? These questions bring us to the next concern in determining the object of misanthropology: if we attribute some thinking or behaviour as the cause of atrocity, should there always be a virtue as an exactly opposite match to it, or some things could be considered as atrocity by themselves solely, related as an opposition to some perhaps fuzzy and broader part of the "good" concept? I am afraid that I cannot offer a plausible answer for that matter and that I must admit there is certain yet to be defined point where proposed point of reference, consisting of contextually produced notions on atrocity versus virtue at one level, and of correcting confronting notions of virtue at the other, looks like starting to fade, loosing its strength to delineate clearly the relation between what researcher establishes as an object of misanthropology studies according either to local culturally produced concepts of "good" and "no-good" or to correction made by researcher when local notions on virtue are dramatically confronted to his/her ethos. This last issue is hazy because there are number of situations where we "know" or "feel" that something is out of order, but we cannot say anything about that order, or we simply lack firm socio-cultural background to the notions of order and that being out of it. At what point there are differences and at what point similarities in local fitting of clitoridectomy in Africa, and brutality towards injecting drug users in Serbia to as near to the concept of "good", if not to that concept in itself?
At glance, it looks like a matter of cultural consensus. It is as absolute as it can be in any human community for clitoridectomy, while it could be described as "mostly" or "dominant" voice on how society through its institutions should treat injecting drug users. But it is not about consensus in itself, but about what gives one. It is much easier, or at least much convenient as research conclusion, to get to the cultural consensus within the traditional communities, as in case with those here involved in issue of approving clitoridectomy for any reasons. In more complex societies it is not only opinions on some social or cultural matter will differ, but they must compete in a way, because they are more or less logical products of different thoughts developed within the culture -or even cultures of a society. Some of the competing cultural thoughts could be in conflict one to another, and I am not talking of anything else but of thoughts that inspired and influenced different discourses which are statistically and publicly relevant in a given society like (still) it is the dilemma when it is about human reproduction -which rights should be exercised one over the another in some European countries, those of the state or those of the women (Cf. Best 2005 , Mishtal 2012 ).
Researcher's ethos -which is culturally formed and socially shaped -could differ from the official discourse on injecting drug use voiced through judicial laws, as well from the discourse which "comes from below"; not about the nature of that habit of course, but in having sense, sometimes based on the factic-B Ž 982 ity obtained by research, that something is wrong with the means institutions of society deploy in fighting the injecting drug use, as well with voices "from below" asking for more strict punishment, and with the consequences for the group of people targeted and usually struck by practical consequences of those discourses. One reason for such disagreeing is low efficiency of solving the so many problems which injecting drug use bears with it, not mentioning the awareness that some of the important problems are not even touched by institutionally applied or publicly advocated strategies (Cf. Harris et al 2014 , Fraser et al. 2014 . But the other reason is compassionate stance which is usual part of our humanist breed and education, which sees every human suffering as not necessary and hopefully avoidable. It is not just that "What's wrong's the wrong that's always in wrong"
16 , but understanding misery as something human beings do not deserve. Maybe they do not, yet there is misery which humans bring one upon another all around us and have done so in all of our recorded history, and I do not mean, again, some random acts or individual motives, but misery which falls upon humans as the result of our ultimate tools of seizing the world -or adjusting to it, as probably will put some researchers with different background: our society and our culture.
Conclusion
Misanthropology is about misery inflicted upon humans by humans through mediation of society and culture. It is not just misery consisting of the vast array of by-thoughts-produced-acts, but misery as a concept embedded in thinking-for-behaving 17 and acting of the socially and culturally constructed persons, where "constructed" stands for how individuals are conformed to behave as agents and bearers of social and cultural norms and values, being intitulated as the representatives of social and cultural institutions, or thinking of themselves so. Such concept is opposite as it could be to that of humanitas, but contributes no less to the way human world looks like, historical contribution included as well as contemporary developments. Misery is where the object of misanthropology is to be found, defined within the different frame levels of its appearance as discussed above. 16 Verse from the song "Party Fears Two", a single by The Associates, published by Associates/Beggars Banquet in 1982. 17 This term is obviously inspired by Slobin's notion of thinking-for-speaking, but it has nothing to do with it in it's linguistic domain, but reflects my opinion that as in language, cognition plays significant part in producing the mental-setting framework responsible for the acts I describe here as misanthropological, not knowing of course whether it could be proved or not. Cf. Slobin 2003 
Morson may be right that it is in the human nature in fact, but I doubt that there is more social/cultural anthropological contribution to that matter besides observing, noting, analysing and interpreting misanthropology in human society and culture and by them. I am sure that criminology, psychiatry, or some branches of psychology, amongst many others disciplines, not necessarily those of social science and humanities, all have to contribute to some broader and more comprehensive study of those "cussedness of human nature", but what I propose here is the anthropological mean of contribution. It could be based on discussing already existing ethnographic reports, as well on genuine researches, where some of the studies could be described as interests for misanthropology in anthropology without placing their objects in more-or less delineated and proclaimed subfield of misanthropology (Cf. Farmer 2006). Farmer's work on in fact institutionally caused human suffering in different parts of the world, most notably in Haiti, is maybe the most obvious example. Some others could include for example Scheper-Hughes 2008 , or Panter-Brick 2002 , or Long 2004 or you name it in fact.
Maybe some of those authors would not accept their work to be described as "misanthropological" or "proto-misanthropological", or perhaps even to be linked to this concept, but after all objects of their studies fit more or less in that concept as presented here. Although I made an effort to give as much theoretical elements in an attempt to establish anthropological subfield of misanthropology as I was able to, I still agree with Morson on the object of misanthropology as a product of practical reasoning which research problems are posted more based on the social and cultural experience than on strict demands of some social science theory. That is why I consider important making misanhtropology ethnographies. Those should be the next step into establishing that subfield of anthropology, after this somehow primeval discussion on how to make the debris of the concept and how to fill that frame, both with possible research problems and the basic theoretical considerations.
I feel somehow that comparative perspective on the objects of the study described as misanthropological could be more firm than those the anthropologists are seeking through performing researches within numerous subfields of the discipline, contributing that way to our general knowledge on how and why a significant part of human thought and behaviour occurs like it does in contexts the anthropologists usually research or simply live in. Yes, it is so because concepts and notions derived after humanitas and similar culturally evolved ideas are not the only guideline to human effectuation and achievement through society and culture, there are more sinister forces deployed also, but that is not a satisfactory answer. Studying the objects of misanthropology should serve the purpose of understanding those "sinister forces", not only to have them listed, and why not, perhaps to really give some answers on the "cussedness of human nature". Пошаваши од Морсонове идеје мизантропологије као студије изопаче-ности људске природе, ограничио сам тај појам на друштвени и културни живот, држећи да мизантропологијом треба сматрати наношење патње љу-дима посредством утицаја друштва и културе. У том смислу, залажем се за антрополошко истраживање свега онога што би било супротно садржају појма хуманитас, или ономе што се сматра врлином у било ком друштве-ном или културном контексту. Сматрам да је социокултурни контекст кљу-чан за разумевање тога шта се у људским заједницама сматра да је морал-но, добро, позитивно, односно да је супротно свему томе, али и да патњу треба сагледати као објективну чињеницу чије постојање превазилази њену контекстуалну условљеност.
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Pourquoi avons-nous besoin de la misanthropologie dans l'anthropologie? Essai sur l'examen des possibilités d'établissement d'un champ de recherche sub-disciplinaire
En prenant comme point de départ la conception de la misanthropologie adoptée par Morson, conception selon laquelle elle serait l'étude de la perversion de la nature humaine, j'ai limité cette notion à la vie sociale et culturelle, estimant qu'il faut considérer comme misanthropologie le fait d'infliger de la souffrance aux gens par le biais de l'influence de la société et de la culture.
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En ce sens, je plaide pour une recherche anthropologique sur tout ce qui serait contraire au contenu de la notion de humanitas, ou de ce qui est considéré comme vertu dans n'importe quel contexte social ou culturel. J'estime que le contexte socioculturel est décisif pour comprendre ce qui est considéré dans les communautés humaines comme moral, bon, positif, ou bien de ce qui est considéré comme contraire; j'estime aussi qu'il faut également analyser la souffrance comme fait objectif dont l'existence dépasse son conditionnement contextuel.
Mots clés: misanthropologie, humanitas, vertu, méfait, société et culture
